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															Bottles

																

G PACK  and our e-shop burkani.bg  have as their primary target the upgrade and the safety of your products. That is why we provide you all kind of bottles that can find in the marketplace (glass, plastic, aluminum) to pack wine, olive oil, liquor, essential oils, juices, perfumes etc. Combining quality and price, our products are off-the-shelf and that is our company's comparative advantage.

Smart Trade has a big variety of bottles in different shapes and sizes and in all the quantities you need. All of our bottles have the specifications required for the European market.


Choose the category you are interested in.
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    	Burkani.bg

        
        	
        		G PACK is a company dealing with whole and retail sales of glass, plastic and aluminum packaging for food and drink, cosmetics etc. We have a big range of glass bottles and jars, caps and corks. We are at extremely accessible place at the downtown of Sofia, 82 Tsar Simeon str. – the temporary parking of your vehicle is possible.  So if you are looking for unique, original, beautiful or classic packages for your products, you are at the correct place!        	

        

    







	
    	Contact Us

        
        		
                	
                    ул. Цар Симеон 82, София 1202
                
	
                	
                                        
                        						                             +359 24277893 

                                                            +359 882000068							                                                                     
                
	
                	
                    info@burkani.bg

                
	
                	
                    
					Понеделник – Петък: 09:00 - 18:00			
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